The transmission and pathogenesis of human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) is dispropor-2 tionately influenced by evolution in the five variable regions of the virus surface envelope glyco-3 protein (gp120). Insertions and deletions (indels) are a significant source of evolutionary change 4 in these regions. However, the influx of indels relative to nucleotide substitutions has not yet been 5 quantified through a comparative analysis of HIV-1 sequence data. Here we develop and report 6 results from a phylogenetic method to estimate indel rates for the gp120 variable regions across 7 five major subtypes and two circulating recombinant forms (CRFs) of HIV-1 group M. We pro-8 cessed over 26,000 published HIV-1 gp120 sequences, from which we extracted 6,605 sequences 9 for phylogenetic analysis. In brief, our method employs maximum likelihood to reconstruct phy-10 logenies scaled in time and fits a Poisson model to the observed distribution of indels between 11 closely related pairs of sequences in the tree (cherries). The rate estimates ranged from 3.0 × 10 −5 12 to 1.5 × 10 −3 indels/nt/year and varied significantly among variable regions and subtypes. Indel 13 rates were significantly lower in the region encoding variable loop V3, and also lower for HIV-1 14 subtype B relative to other subtypes. We also found that variable loops V1, V2 and V4 tended 15 to accumulate significantly longer indels. Further, we observed that the nucleotide composition 16 of indel sequences was significantly distinct from that of the flanking sequence in HIV-1 gp120.
Introduction the collection years from the LANL database. The R package ape was then used to change each 23 tree into a strictly bifurcating structure and to root the tree using root-to-tip regression [26] based 24 on the associated tip dates. We evaluated the correlation between the time since the inferred root 25 date (x-intercept) and the total branch length (in expected numbers of substitutions) to determine 26 if the data were consistent with a molecular clock [10] . 27 Using the same dates, we employed the least-squares dating (LSD) program [33] to adjust node 28 heights and rescale the tree in time under a relaxed molecular clock model. Dates lacking either 29 month or day fields were specified as bounded intervals. The time-scaled tree outputs from LSD 30 were imported into R to extract the 'cherries': pairs of sequences directly descended from a com-31 mon ancestor with no intervening ancestral nodes. Focusing on sequences in cherries provides 32 phylogenetically independent observations and minimizes the divergence times, thereby reducing 33 the chance of encountering multiple indel events as well as the effect of purifying selection on 1 indels.
Indel rate estimation 3
To estimate the rate of indels in the variable loops, homologous variable regions from each pair 4 of sequences in a cherry were compared for length differences. The presence of a length differ-5 ence was reported as a binomial outcome implying that an indel event had occurred along these 6 branches; this approach does not account for the possibility of multiple indels causing reversion 7 to the same sequence lengths. Additionally, the total branch lengths comprising the cherry was 8 employed as an estimate of divergence time in years. The indel rate was estimated from these data 9 by fitting the following model using maximum likelihood, where the Bernoulli likelihood for the 10 i-th cherry is:
where Y i = 1 if the sequence lengths differ (implying one or more indels), and is 0 otherwise; t i is 12 the total branch length, λ is the overall indel rate, and e −λt i is the Poisson probability of no indels 13 in the cherry. The total log-likelihood across cherries is thus:
We used the Brent minimization method implemented in the R package 'bbmle' to obtain a maxi-15 mum likelihood estimate of λ for each clade and variable loop combination. A generalized linear 16 model (GLM) with a logit link function was also applied to these data to evaluate statistical asso-17 ciations of the inferred distribution of indels on clades and variable loops; the model incorporated 18 a divergence time term as a rudimentary adjustment for variation in 'sampling effort'.
19

Analysis of indels 20
For every combination of five variable loops and seven clades, we categorized the inferred lengths 21 of indels into three discrete classes: single-codon (3 nt), double-codon (6 nt), and long (9+ nt).
22
Pearson χ 2 residuals were calculated on these distributions to determine if, and in what direction, 23 these observed proportions significantly deviated from their expected values. To further analyze 24 the composition of indels, we generated pairwise alignments for each cherry with discordant se-25 quence lengths to identify and extract indels. From these pairwise alignments, we calculated the 26 proportions of adenine, thymine, guanine, and cytosine (A,C,G,T) nucleotides in the indel and 27 non-indel regions of the gp120 variable loops. In addition, we recorded the positions and numbers 28 of PNGSs in the five gp120 variable loops by scanning the unaligned amino acid sequences with 29 the regular expression 'N[ˆP] [ST] [ˆP]', where 'ˆP' maps to any symbol except P (proline). We then 1 used these data to investigate how commonly indels tended to disrupt PNGSs in the variable loops.
2
By combining PNGS and indel location data, we searched for instances where an indel overlapped 3 with a PNGS and induced to its loss in one of the two sequences of a cherry. To avoid recording 4 instances of partial indel overlap that leave the PNGS intact, we verified the PNGS was disrupted 5 by scanning it again with a regular expression.
6
Results
7
To estimate the rates of indel evolution for different HIV-1 subtypes and circulating recombinant 8 forms (CRFs), we reconstructed phylogenies for each clade using maximum likelihood, and then 9 rooted and rescaled each tree based on the sample collection dates under a molecular clock model.
10
Initially we employed a strict clock model in root-to-tip regressions ( Figure 1 ) to assess whether 11 the data sets contained sufficient signal to estimate rates of evolution (Table 1) . Specifically, we 12 confirmed that the lower bounds of the 95% confidence intervals of rate estimates exceeded zero for 13 all clades, which implied a gradual and measurable accumulation of mutations over the sampling 14 time frame. Further, we assessed the model fit with the coefficient of determination (R 2 ), which 15 was greatest for AE and F1, and lowest for subtype C (Table 1 ). Next, we employed a more robust 16 least-squares dating method [33] to rescale the trees in time. Table 1 Table 1 : Summary of the evolutionary rate estimates, times to most recent common ancestor (tM-RCAs), and R 2 values generated by applying root-to-tip and least-squares dating models to our seven clade-specific trees. The 95% confidence intervals for the evolutionary rates of both models and for the tMRCAs estimates of the LSD model are enclosed in brackets. Both models are shown to illustrate the differences between fitting strict (root-to-tip) and relaxed clock models to our sequence data. We extracted cherries from these rescaled trees as phylogenetically-independent observations on 1 relatively short time frames and estimated the mean indel rates for each variable loop using a 2 binomial-Poisson model, where the probability of detecting an indel event in a cherry increased 3 exponentially with the divergence time. The indel rate estimates across the five variable loops and 4 seven HIV-1 clades in this study ranged between 3.0 × 10 −5 to 1.5 × 10 −3 indels/nt/year ( Figure   5 2). We could not obtain an indel rate estimate for V3 in F1 due due to low sample size for this 6 sub-subtype, such that no cherries had discordant sequence lengths in V3. Similarly, we observed 7 wide confidence intervals for the rate estimates for indels within V1 in AG and F1, and for V5 in 8 F1. The frequency of indels was significantly lower in subtype B than the other clades in our data 9 (binomial GLM, p < 2 × 10 −16 ; Supplementary Table S1 ). In addition, indels were significantly 10 less frequent in V3 irrespective of clade. Estimated interaction effects in the model also indicated 11 that indels were significantly less frequent than expected in V2 within clades B and C.
12
Under the assumption that differences in sequence lengths of variable loops was caused by a single 13 fixed indel (i.e., no multiple hits), we examined the distribution of indel lengths among variable 14 loops and clades. Cherries with putative indels in the HIV-1 subtype C phylogeny tended to contain 15 significantly longer indels than expected ( Figure 3 ). Conversely, the variable loops V1, V2 and V4 16 tended to contain longer indels than expected irrespective of clade, whereas V3 and V5 tended to 17 contain shorter indels.
18
Next, we examined the frequencies of nucleotides in indel-and non-indel regions of sequences in 19 cherries with putative indels (Figure 4 ). Because these frequencies measured for different clades 20 tended to cluster by variable loop, we treated the clades as rudimentary replicates for this com-21 parison (notwithstanding sample variation associated with variable loop V3 and subtype F1, for example). Overall, we observed that indels tended to contain higher proportions of G and lower 23 proportions of T than the corresponding non-indel regions. This pattern was particularly apparent 24 for variable loops V2 and V4.
25 Figure S1 summarizes the numbers of potential N-linked glycosylation sites (PNGS) for each of 26 the variable loops across the clades in our study. Overall, the loops V1-V5 averaged 2.4, 2.1, 0.9, Figure 2 : The rate estimates of indel events in the five gp120 variable loops of seven HIV-1 group M clades. Each group of colored bars represents the five variable loop indel rates one of the seven clades. Maximum likelihood estimation was applied to cherry data using a binomial-Poisson model to determine the above indel rates. Error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals within which the indel rates were estimated. Arrows labeled with a * symbol indicate the presence and direction of significant differences among the mean indel rates of group M clades, relative to the CRF AE reference. Arrows labeled by a † symbol denote significant differences among the variable loops irrespective of clade, relative to V1. Arrows labeled by a ‡ symbol denote individual interactions between variable loop and clade which are significantly different than their predicted value. No meaningful rate estimate was provided for V3 of clade F1 because no indels were detected in this data set. . Pearson χ 2 residuals -quantified measures of the difference between observed and expected values -were calculated for every group on these plots to determine if, and in what direction, these proportions significantly deviated from the χ 2 value. Blue shading represents significantly higher indel counts in a given group than expected based on the Pearson residual, while red shading represents significantly lower counts. Gray boxes did not exceed the Pearson residual threshold of 2 in either direction. Pearson residuals are comparable to the number of standard deviations away from the χ 2 value. As residuals behave similar to standard deviations, values greater than 2, and especially those greater than 4, describe groups whose proportions significantly deviate from the χ 2 value. inevitably underestimate these rates due to purifying selection on indels. We sought to reduce the 4 impact of purifying selection by focusing on cherries in the time-scaled phylogenies for each HIV-5 1 clade. For a given tree, the divergence time between tips in a cherry will be shorter on average 6 than a random selection of two tips, reducing the time that indel polymorphisms were exposed to were sufficient to fit a strict molecular clock model (Table 1 ). We note that for the purpose of 19 rescaling the trees after this initial assessment with a strict clock, we employed an implementation 20 of a relaxed clock model that allows for rate variation over time. However we also observed that 21 the goodness-of-fit used to assess support for the clock model was the lowest for subtype C. We ture this substantial source of uncertainty, but would also be restricted to substantially reduced 33 numbers of sequences due to the complexity of sampling from tree space. Furthermore, Wertheim nucleotide substitution models that are an inadequate approximation of past molecular evolution. 1 Our estimates of region-and subtype-specific indel rates ranged from 3.0 × 10 −5 to 1.5 × 10 −3 2 indels/nt/year ( Figure 2 ). As expected, our average estimate (5 × 10 −4 indels/nt/year) was con- isolated from different hosts, the indels have been filtered by purifying selection so that only a 7 subset become fixed within the respective hosts. We found that indel rates in subtype B gp120 8 were significantly lower than the reference clade AE, and generally lower than the other clades 9 in our study. We postulate that this variation of indel rates among subtypes might be associated 10 with differences in the predominant modes of transmission. For instance, more frequent exposure 11 to the mucosal layer, e.g., heterosexual transmission, may episodically select for reduced levels of HIV-1 gp120 to neutralizing antibodies [8, 31] , which is more efficiently achieved by a single 31 long insertion than a series of short insertions. Conversely, the tendency for shorter insertions to 32 accumulate in V3 is consistent with the existence of functional and structural constraints as noted 33 above.
The nucleotide composition of the HIV-1 genome is generally skewed to higher frequencies of A 1 (adenine), in large part due to G-to-A hypermutation induced by host factors [21] . We have not 2 found previous studies that have compared the nucleotide composition of indels to the flanking 3 sequence in the HIV-1 genome. Our analysis indicates that indels in V1 and V3 tend to have sub-4 stantially higher frequencies of G and lower frequencies of A than the rest of the variable loop 5 (Figure 4) . Overall, we observed that indel sequences tended to comprise higher frequencies of G 6 and lower frequencies of T relative to the rest of the variable loop sequence. We note that some 7 frequency estimates had greater sample variation due to limited numbers of indels and sequences 8 in association with V3 and subtypes D and F, for instance. Because the env gene generally con-9 tains slightly higher proportions of A (40%) and lower proportions of G (18%) than the rest of 10 the HIV-1 genome (35% and 24%, respectively), we propose that this outcome might reflect the 11 derivation of insertions into env from outlying sequence. Since we have not individually resolved 12 these numerous indels into insertions or deletions through ancestral reconstruction, however, we 13 cannot determine whether this pattern reflects a tendency for sequence insertions to be G-rich, or 14 whether G-rich sequences are specifically targeted for deletion.
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The variable regions of HIV-1 gp120 contribute disproportionately to the mean number of potential 16 N-linked glycosylation sites (11 out of 25), which make up the glycan shield of gp120 [42] . Over-17 all, we found that the numbers of PNGS for each variable loop was fairly consistent across clades, 18 with some significant but minor differences in means ( Figure S1 ). Furthermore, we observed that Figure S1: The number of N-linked glycosylation sites in the variable loops of gp120. The color density of each box indicates the frequency of the particular count. Boxes containing a number highlight PNGS counts that are above zero, but contained less than 5% of the distribution and therefore, did not generate a noticeable color. Individual columns within each variable loop section describe the values of the seven evolutionary groups examined in this study. Asterisks (*) and arrows denote subtypes with significantly different distributions and the directionality of these differences within a given variable loop. Table S1 : Statistical comparisons generated by applying a generalized linear model to cherry indel analysis. Comparisons made between group M clades and between variable regions were in relation to a reference group (AE, V1). Effects of clade and variable region interactions were compared to predicted mean values to detect significant differences. Groups with asterisk symbols (*) denoted statistically significant differences based on a Bonferroni-corrected threshold suited for multiple comparisons (α = 0.05/n).
